Playing in the Sandbox
Mission Manager has created an account that allows users to practice their Mission Manager skills without
affecting the user’s main site. It is known as the Mission Manager Sandbox. The Sandbox supports several
logins. These logins are a safe experimental area where you can learn Mission Manager without worrying about
making changes to your master data. The Sand Box members, missions, configurations, etc. all
automatically reset nightly. Using one of the Sand Box Logins listed below, you can experiment with
different configurations, missions, and any other area of Mission Manager. Also using the different logins you
can experiment and see what various levels of logins might look like. Remember any changes or additions you
make in the Sand Box area will be lost nightly. The Sand Box logins are as follows:

Login Email

Password Rank

Comments

(Note these permissions are set by default for the Sand Box, you

can control member and rank permissions however you like).

Has the highest level of access and is considered the system
cmd@missionmanager.net password Commander administrator. This user can set the permissions and create logins
for other users within the sand box.

cap@missionmanager.net password Captain

ul@missionmanager.net

Has access to all mission data both active and non-active, has access
to all team members, and all certifications. About the only thing this
level of use can't do is create logins or change login permissions for
other team members. Has access to the calendar, can add calendar
events, and delete others events.

Has access to active missions only, and access to all information
about members in their unit. This user can change certifications for
password Unit Leader those members in their unit. Can send messages to anyone on the
team. Has access to the calendar and can add calendar events, and
delete their own events.

Has access to their fellow unit members only. Can't change
certifications or have access to mission data. Can send messages to
srv@missionmanager.net password Supervisor
anyone on the team. Has access to the calendar and can add
calendar events, and delete their own events.
rv@missionmanager.net

password Member

Only has access to their own member information and time keeping
entries. Has access to view the calendar.

To log into the Sandbox go to www.missionmanager.net, enter the email address from the list above for the
level of access you wish to practice at and enter the password (which is “password”). You will now be able to
explore the full world of Mission Manager.

